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ABSTRACT The emergence of cloud computing has been growing rapidly in the last decades especially for

workflow scheduling. Organizations with the same requirements and needs go to use the community cloud

for saving costs. One of the important challenges of using the community cloud is resource allocation and

task scheduling. In this paper, we propose a new Management System for servicing Multi-organizations in a

Community cloud (MSMC) in a secure cloud environment. TheMSMC employs a virtual machine allocation

algorithm to organize the community cloud usage among the organizations, where it allocates the available

virtualmachines according to the use of each organization in an efficient and fair way to execute the submitted

applications. Moreover, the MSMC system proposes a new scheduling algorithm, called Ideal Distribution

Algorithm (IDA), to schedule the workflow tasks to the virtual machines of the cloud considering both the

deadline and cost constraints. Additionally, an enhanced version of the IDA, called Enhanced IDA (EIDA) is

proposed to provide load balancing required by the cloud. The simulation experiments show that the system

can improve the system ability under deadline constraints and improve the monetary cost.

INDEX TERMS Management system, community cloud, resource allocation, task scheduling, load balance.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, data processing demand has been increased

for various disciplines such as geographical science, engi-

neering, business, financial, educational, and healthcare

applications. Cloud computing has been exceedingly rec-

ognized as a capable solution for data processing. It is a

high-performance computing model that delivers its services

through the Internet and executes large scientific applications.

Cloud computing can deliver three main types of services

namely Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Ser-

vice (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) [1], [2]. IaaS

cloud provides massive computing hardware infrastructure

platform and software resources in the form of services to

the cloud users. PaaS cloud provides a platform where users

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Jun Huang .

can deploy their applications and use the exiting platform

for constructing their application while in SaaS cloud users

can only run an application on cloud infrastructure over the

Internet.

Cloud computing models are private, public, community

and hybridmodels. The Community cloudmodel is important

for organizations that have the same requirements. How-

ever, the employment of a bad management system leads

to a decrease in the performance of executing the submitted

applications/workflows. Workflow is a very popular method

of modeling high data processing applications when exe-

cuted in cloud computing environments. Workflow repre-

sented by a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) [3] in which, graph

nodes denote the computational tasks and graph edges rep-

resent the dependencies among the graph’s tasks. The size

of the DAG depends on the scientific application. The work-

flow size is considered small if the scientific application
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FIGURE 1. Workflow scheduling system architecture on the community
cloud.

is easy and less complex. Otherwise, the workflow size is

vast [4].

Workflow scheduling is a process, which performs the

mapping of workflow’s tasks on the heterogeneous and dis-

tributed resources of a computing system. A suitable number

of resources should be allocated for the execution of the tasks

of a workflow so that it can be completed with satisfying

the user-defined constraints. Figure 1 illustrates the common

architecture used for scheduling workflows on community

cloud systems. The architecture has three components: cloud

user interface, cloud management system and computing

resources. The cloud user interface accepts the workflow

applications with requirements and constraints from users

and passes them to the following component in the architec-

ture. The cloud management system receives multiple (Qual-

ity of Service) QoS requirements and user-defined constraints

that are used by the workflow scheduler [5], [6]. Constraints

will include deadlines, cost, resource utilization, etc. The

main function of the resource manager is to perform resource

mapping of workflow tasks based on the objective func-

tion that comprises many constraints. Computing resource is

the third component of the architecture, which consists of

the virtual infrastructure layer and the physical infrastruc-

ture layer. A mapping process is also performed between

the virtual and the physical infrastructure layer. Physical

resources provided as virtual resources to the workflow

applications.

Workflow scheduling represents one of the most promi-

nent and challenging issues in the cloud computing model.

The scheduling problem is considered as NP-Complete [7]

and several heuristic algorithms like Heterogeneous Earliest

Finish Time (HEFT), Min-Min, Max-Min have been found in

the literature for solving it.

The main contributions of this research work are:

• Proposing an architecture for the community cloud com-

puting.

• Proposing a new management system for serving multi-

organizations in the community cloud in a secure cloud

environment. It has the ability to:

– Managing resource allocation in an efficient way.

– Scheduling submitted workflow on the available

resources to minimize the makespan and the cost

under the deadline constraints.

– Improving the load balance and utilization system.

• Evaluating the performance of the proposed manage-

ment system usingCloudSim environment with different

types of well- known workflows.

The remaining of the paper is divided as follows:

Section 2 gives a brief overview of the related research work.

In section 3, the system and application model are defined.

Section 4 explains the proposed MSMC system in detail.

In Section 5, experimental results and discussions are pro-

vided. Finally, section 6 presents the conclusion and future

work of this study.

II. RELATED WORK

Workflow scheduling is a crucial challenge in cloud comput-

ing [8]. Several works of research have been done to deal with

the workflow scheduling problem. The [9], [10] focused on

the minimization of the execution time of workflow while

in [11], a heuristic approach is used to minimize the total

execution time of the workflow. In this heuristic approach,

information is needed in advance for deciding on which task

is scheduled on which resource and this task is scheduled on

the selected resource before runtime. HEFT [12] is one of

the well-known heuristics for solving the scheduling problem

of workflows in heterogeneous cloud computing resources.

In the HEFT, tasks are sorted according to rank values and

scheduled one by one to resources, which minimizes its com-

pletion time while considering the data transmission time.

It also minimizes the makespan and generates a fair schedule

with very low complexity.

Researchers [13], [14] extended the HEFT to solve the

multi-objective workflow scheduling problem. For optimiza-

tion of time under the budget constraints, the HEFT employed

with GAIN and LOSS approach [15]. The HEFT gener-

ated the optimal schedule with a very low time complexity

and also managed the very low space complexity. It has

been widely combined with many other heuristic approaches

[16], [17]. To choose the best configuration for the customer,

Pietri and Sakellariou [13] combine the CSFS-MAX and

CSFS-MIN methods for generating the initial schedule in the
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HEFT technique while the HEFT works as a makespan work

scheduler in [18], [19].

Mao and Humphrey [20] presented a scaling consol-

idation scheduling (SCS) algorithm for the execution of

the workflow in cloud environments. The SCS algorithm

is based on the concept of instance consolidation and

bundling of the task. It is mainly focused on the hetero-

geneity of virtual machines and the enhancement of the

performance by reducing the acquisition delay of virtual

machines. However, this algorithm did not consider the

time of transferring data between tasks which increased the

overall cost and makespan time to complete the workflow.

Malawski et al. [21] presented static and dynamic algorithms

in the cloud while considering the deadline and cost con-

straints. They presented three algorithms named Static Pro-

visioning Static Scheduling (SCSS), Dynamic provisioning

Dynamic scheduling (DPSS) and Workflow Aware Dynamic

Provisioning Dynamic Scheduling (WA-DPSS). These algo-

rithms try to maximize the performance by reducing the cost

and makespan under the consideration of the deadline of the

workflow.

Other similar works presented in [22]–[24] are based on

the critical path. Abrishami et al. [22] discussed the static

algorithm for the IaaS cloud termed as IaaS Cloud Partial

Critical Path (IC-PCP) algorithm. It starts with estimating the

latest finish time of each task and then determines the particle

critical path (PCP) of each node in the DAG. Then, each task

is scheduled for the cheapest VM instance that can execute

it before the estimated finish time. If there is no suitable

VM instance, which does not meet the required finish time

constraints of the task, new VM instances are created and the

task is assigned to this newly created VMwhich can complete

it within the limits of finish time constraints.

Authors in [25] have considered the scheduling con-

flicts caused by similar tasks. Their scheduling method

is based on using the backfilling algorithm for deadline-

based tasks. Also, they have used three methods of multi-

criteria of making decisions to deal with the scheduling

conflicts.

Also, the work in [26] is based on using the backfilling

algorithm. In this time, it is used to allocate resources to

the deadline sensitive lease tasks. The work has addressed

some issues of the backfilling algorithm such as conflicts of

similar leases and scheduling of new coming tasks during the

execution.

III. MODELS

A. WORKFLOW MODEL

A workflow scheduling problem can be represented by a

Direct Acyclic Graph, DAG (V , E) where V is the set of

tasks {t1, t2, . . . , tn} and E is the set of edges or dependencies

among the tasks. Every single task ti in the DAG represents

an individual application with different workloads and each

edge or dependency like e(i, j) = (ti, tj) indicates that the

execution of task tj cannot start before the completion of

task tj execution. So, task ti is denoted as a parent node

FIGURE 2. DAG sample example.

and task tj is denoted as a child node. Furthermore, data

transmission di,j is attached with the edge ei,j. Each task can

have multiple parent nodes and also it can have multiple child

nodes. A sample of DAG is displayed in figure 2. A node

with no parents is called the entry node and the node without

children is called the exit node.

A workflow scheduler can be modeled as <R, T, M >

where R is the set of resources, T is the set of dependent tasks

and M is the set of mappings between tasks and resources.

Each mapping m reveals that the task ti is allocated to the

resource rj for the time interval starting from time Si,j and

ending at time Fi,j. The cost (ti) is the cost of a single task ti.

R = {r1, r2, . . . , rx}. (1)

T = {t1, t2, . . . , ty}. (2)

M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mz}. (3)

m = {ti, rj, Si,j,Fi,j}. (4)

The execution time or makespan of a workflow can be

defined as:

f (R,M) = max i,j{Fi,j}. (5)

The total cost of scheduling can be obtained as:

c(R,M) =
∑n

i=1
EC i, (6)

where ECi is defined for each mapping as:

ECi = (ceil(Fi,j − Si,j) × cost (ti)). (7)
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FIGURE 3. Community cloud network with local cloud and community.
cloud services.

The constraint specified by the user is denoted as d and

it can be defined for optimization problem of workflow

scheduling as:

min{c(R,M), f(R,M)} < d . (8)

B. COMMUNITY CLOUD MODEL

Community Cloud [27] system is designed for fulfilling the

requirement of a particular group of users that formed a com-

munity. Public cloud offers its services through the Internet

to anyone who has valid credentials while private cloud is

restricted for specific user sets like organizations, institutes,

research panels, small companies, business firms, etc. Com-

munity cloud bridges the big gap between the public cloud

and the private cloud [28]. Community cloud can have dif-

ferent types and forms of resources based on the Community

member-specific requirement, services and characteristics.

Figure 3 indicates the scenario of a community cloud

network and its services. The figure shows the local cloud

which has hosts, resources and cloud data centers connected

via community cloud network for provisioning of exclusive

use of a community of users with shared concern, interests,

common problems and solutions managed by the community.

Community services provided by the cloud provider aim to

provide a high level of security to secure the local cloud user

data from unauthorized users. Task scheduling and dynamic

resource pooling service are also provided by the community

cloud.

C. SECURE CLOUD FRAMEWORK

We have proposed a new secure cloud framework, as shown

in figure 4, to provide extra security to the cloud user data

throughout the whole data transaction performed in the cloud

computing model. We have classified the security framework

in three phases namely authentication or log in phase, autho-

rization or permission access phase and processing phase.

The first phase ensures that the only legislative users access

the cloud services and no malicious or unauthenticated users

can access the cloud services. After receiving the request

from the user, the cloud service provider checks that the

request coming from authenticated or legislative users using

the fingerprint module. If the request was issued from a leg-

islative user, then the access permission granted to that user

in the second phase. Otherwise, the user is blocked and the

necessary action is taken for restricting the entry of malicious

users in the cloud computing network. After authorization,

user data is encrypted by applying an encryption algorithm

and is sent to the CSP through the unsecured network or

the Internet. CSP received the encrypted data and performed

decryption by applying a decryption algorithm. In the last

phase, all the data related processing is performed.

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm [29] is

used for the encryption of the user’s plain text to cipher text

and the reverse of AES is used to convert the cipher text to

plain text. The Fingerprint module performs the authentica-

tion part in secure cloud framework. This module includes

the fingerprint registration with the matching of fingerprints.

Fingerprint registration is the process of extracting finger-

print image, value, characteristics form the legislative user

and store in the fingerprint database while in the finger-

print matching process fingerprint server is used. Fingerprint

matching can be performed in two parts: first is the validation

and second is the identification.

IV. THE PROPOSED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The proposed system employs the community cloud model

that comprises a set of organizations. One of the main chal-

lenges facing the management system of the community

cloud is the scheduling, where high response time is required

when the employers of all organizations submit their applica-

tions at the same time. At this time, the scheduler of the cloud

cannot efficiently manage available resources.

The proposed management system comprises three algo-

rithms: allocation algorithm, IDA algorithm and Enhanced

IDA (EIDA) algorithm. The main aim of the system is to

manage the execution of tasks of workflows on the shared

resources of community clouds.

The allocation algorithm operates at the level of virtual

machines to allocate the required number of virtual machines

to each organization in the cloud. Thereafter, the scheduling

algorithm, denoted as IDA, assigns each workflow’s task to

the suitable virtual machine considering both the time and

cost deadlines required. For better balancing of the workload,

the EIDA algorithm provides improved scheduling consid-

ering level load balancing (LLB). The algorithm tries to

distribute the load in levels so that the children nodes of that

level could not cause the delay in execution and also can

balance the execution time of tasks of each level.
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FIGURE 4. Secure framework for MSMC in the cloud environment.

The following subsections explain the details of the

algorithms of the proposed system.

A. VM ALLOCATION ALGORITHM

In the proposed system, we have developed a new allocation

algorithm that efficiently allocates the available VMs to serve

multiple organizations with multi-employees. The algorithm

has three steps:

Step (1): In this step, the system equally divides the

resources among the organizations into v virtual machines for

each organization according to:

v = m/o, (9)

where m is the number of available VMs and o is the

number of organizations. Each organization will have the

same number of VMs. Every organization with no submit-

ted workflows will add its VMs to the Free-List of virtual

machines.

Step (2): According to the number of workflow tasks

for each organization, the system adds an extra number of

virtual machines to the organization from the Free-List as

follows:

EV =











f

w
f > w

f

a
f = a,

(10)

where EV is the number of extra VMs, f is the number of

VMs in the Free-List, w is the number of workflows and a is

the number of large workflows.

Step (3): In this step, the management system checks the

newly submittedworkflows. If it finds newly submittedwork-

flows, two scenarios are applied:

1. If there are free VMs, the system allocates VMs from

the Free-List to the newly submitted workflows.

Algorithm 1 VM Allocation Algorithm

Input: m is the number of available VMs.

o is the number of organizations.

Output: allocation of VMs to o

1- v = m/o;

2- For each organization o do

3- Allocate v VMs to o;

4- Calculate EV as in Eq. (10);

5- Add EV to o;

6- EndFor

7- For each organization o do

8- If there are newly submitted workflows then

9- If the number of VMs allocated to o < v then

10- If Free-List is not empty then

11- Allocate EV VMs from the Free-List to o;

12- Else

13- Get the organizations which have a number of VMs

> v and a smallest number of tasks;

14- Compute z; //Eq. (11)

15- Interrupt z VMs to free them;

16- Allocate the free VMs z to the new workflows;

17- EndIf

18- EndIf

19- EndIf

20- EndFor

2. If there are no free VMs, the system interrupts z virtual

machines from organization that have a number of VMs

greater than v and have a small number of workflows

and allocates them to the newly submitted workflows.

We can define z by:

z =
∑O

i=1
EV . (11)
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B. IDA SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

This section explains a heuristic-based workflow scheduling

algorithm that considers cost and deadline constraints. The

algorithm has three steps:

Step (1): Transforming Workflow into DAG.

Workflows are used to manage large scientific compu-

tations. So, this paper assumes that any workflow will be

transformed in the form of a DAG as described in Section 3.

Step (2): Leveling.

In this step, all tasks in the DAG are grouped into separated

sets called levels and each level is defined by a number. The

tasks of the same level show no dependency between them

and thus each level could be considered as a set of level

tasks (SLT). The level of an individual task is an integer

positive number and it indicates the task belongs to which

SLT. Figure 3 shows a DAG and each task in the DAG is

associated with a particular level. In this figure, the tasks are

grouped into six levels. Task 1 represents the first level. Tasks

2, 3 and 4 represent the second level. The third level contains

tasks 5, 6 and 7. The fourth level contains tasks 8, 9 and 10.

The fifth level contains tasks 11 and 12. Task 13 represents

the sixth level.

Algorithm 2 The IDA Scheduling Algorithm

Input: A workflow

Output: A schedule

1. Divide the workflow into levels;

2. Sort the levels according to the dependency order;

3. Assign the task in level 1 to the VM with the minimum

earliest finish time;

4. Remove level 1 from the list of levels;

5. For each level do

6. Find e = no. of edges for each task in the level;

7. Sort the tasks in descending order according to e;

8. For each task i in the sorted list do//allocation phase

9. Find the VMj with the minimum cost (i);

10. If FT(Ti, VMj) ≤ Deadline then

11. Assign i to VMj;

12. Else

13. Find the VMj which gives the minimum

(cost (i)∗ET(i));

14. EndIf

15. If FT(Ti, VMj) ≤ Deadline then

16. Assign i to VMj;

17. Else

18. Find the VMj which gives the minimum (ET(i));

19. Assign i to VMj;

20. EndIf

21. EndFor

22. EndFor

Step (3): Scheduling.

During this step of the IDA algorithm, the workflow tasks

are distributed in an efficient way, where it can increase

the balancing degree and minimize the cost considering the

deadline constraints. This step consists of two phases: the

preparation phase and the allocation phase.

In the preparation phase, the required essential information

about the workflow and the resources are prepared. Then,

the workflow levels are sorted according to the dependency

order, where all tasks in level 1 should be at the top. Finally,

the IDA algorithm sorts the tasks of each level according

to the number of edges by descending order. We consider

the number of edges to give each task a specific priority

because it has a vital role in executing the task early to reduce

communication time.Wherever the task with more number of

edges is executed early, the overall communication time will

decrease.

In the allocation phase, the IDA allocates the tasks of the

levels starting from level one. Firstly, it selects a task from

the sorted list of the level. Then, the IDA algorithm assigns

the tasks of the level into the virtual VM which gives the

minimum cost. After finishing the assignment of all tasks

in a level, it will transfer to the next level. For each level,

the algorithm tries to assign tasks to inexpensive VMs consid-

ering deadline constraints. The main purpose of this phase is

to allocate the workflow tasks by minimizing the cost taking

into consideration deadline constraints.

The IDA algorithm selects a task and searches for the

VM of the minimum cost. Next, the algorithm calculates the

finish time of task i on VM j, FT(Ti, VMj) = ST(Ti, VMj) +

ET(Ti, VMj), where ST (Ti, VMj) is the start time of task i on

VM j and ET(Ti, VMj) is the execution time of task i on VM j.

Finally, the algorithm checks if it is equal to or less than the

deadline constraint or not. If the finish time equals to or less

than the deadline constraint, the algorithm assigns Ti to the

selected VMj. Otherwise, the algorithm searches for another

suitable VM (see steps 8-20). Then, the algorithm moves to

assign the tasks of the next level until it finishes all levels.

C. THE EIDA ALGORITHM

For better balancing of the workload, the EIDA algorithm

provides improved scheduling considering level load balanc-

ing (LLB). The algorithm tries to distribute the load in levels

so that the children nodes of that level could not cause the

delay in execution and also can balance the execution time

of tasks of each level. The Child ascension process is one of

the ways to achieve a level of load balancing. In this process,

children of smaller tasks termed as the best suitable eligible

children of that level and they must be ascended before their

parents and executed in the same instance as their parents.

This would reduce the execution delay created by the children

nodes and also minimize the communication cost between

children and their parents.

The immediate predecessors of task tj are defined as:

iPred(tj) = {ti|eij ∈ E}, (12)

where task ti is a parent of task tj.

Similarly, the successors of task ti are defined as:

iSucc(ti) = {tj|eij ∈ E}, (13)

where task tj is a child of task ti.
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Algorithm 3 The EIDA Algorithm

Input: A workflow

Output: A load-balanced schedule

1. Divide the workflow into levels;

2. Sort the levels according to the dependency order;

3. Take a workflow sample of level l;

4. For all tasks in level l do

5. Tm = the biggest task in the level l;

6. For each task t ∈ {(TSLN(l)- Tm} do

7. ttemp = t;

8. sum = £t ;

9. while true do

10. ec = ∅; // the set of eligible children

11. For each child task in l do

12. If the child task has no parents outside l and child

task completion < the completion time of

Tm then

13. Add child task to ec;

14. EndIF

15. EndFor

16. If ec is empty then

17. Break;

18. Else

19. If predecessor exists then

20. bestchild = Min{Rankd (ti)};

21. sum = sum + bestchild;

22. ttemp = bestchild;

23. check for the next task;

24. EndIF

25. EndIF

26. EndWhile

27. EndFor

28. EndFor

The task without parents is termed as the entry task and the

task without children is termed as the exit task.

iPred (tentry) = {NULL}. (14)

iSucc (texit ) = {NULL}. (15)

The finishing time of workflow is called the schedule

length or makespan and it can be calculated by finding the

finishing time of the exit task texit , and it is termed as Lms:

Lms = E(texit ). (16)

Communication time is defined as the amount of data

transferred from the task ti to task tj and it is termed as Ci,j:

Ci,j =







D

β
, pi 6= pj

0, pi = pj.

(17)

whereD is the amount of data transfer between the task ti and

the task tj while β is the average bandwidth.

If the task ti and task tj are executed on the same pro-

cessor instance, then communication cost is zero because no

communication happened between these tasks and if both the

tasks are executed on different instances then the communi-

cation cost is the ratio of the total amount of data transfer

between the task ti and tj and average bandwidth.

The completion time of ti is calculated by adding the

execution time and max communication time of the next level

of the task and it is defined as:

£ti = E (ti) + max
tj∈ iSucc(ti)

{

Ci,j
}

. (18)

The level of the task ti is the maximum number of edges

from the task ti to the exit task and it is an integer number. For

the exit task, the level number is set to 1 and we move in the

DAG from the exit task upward to the entry task. The level of

task ti is calculated by:

L (ti) = maxtj∈ iSucc(ti) {L
(

tj
)

+ 1}, (19)

where iSucc(ti) represents the immediate successors of the

task ti.

Based on the level number, all the tasks at the same level

are grouped and formed the Task Level Set Number (TLSN):

TSLN(l) = {ti|L(ti) = l}, (20)

where l is the level number ranges from {1, . . . , L(tentry)}.

The downward rank rankd (ti) of a task ti is computed

recursively by traversing the direct acyclic graph from the

entry task to the task ti.

rankd (ti) = maxtj∈ ipred(ti)

(

wj + Cj,i + rankd
(

tj
))

, (21)

where wj is the average computation cost of task tj.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The main idea of the proposed system is to execute the sub-

mitted workflows with meeting the deadline and minimizing

the cost. Besides, the new system applies a load balance phase

to improve the utilization of the cloud computing system.

The load balance phase tries to increase the utilization of the

system without increasing the cost or the makespan.

A. WORKFLOW MODEL

For evaluating the performance of the cloud-based data-

intensive workflow scheduling, different scientific workflow

applications are considered. Figure 5 shows some examples

of scientific workflows of a small number of tasks such as

Montage workflow, CyberShake workflow, Sipht workflow

and LIGO workflow [30]. Montage [31] is an astronomical

application created by NASA/IPAC for the stiches together

multiple input images to the creation of custommosaics of the

sky generated by the. CyberShake [32] is used in earthquake

science for the classification of earthquake hazards in a region

and the Southern California Earthquake center uses it and

it is a data-intensive application with very large memory

and computing power requirement. Sipht [33] used in NCBI

database for the automation of the searching of untranslated

RNAs in bacterial replicons. LIGO [34] used in gravitational

science for the detection of waveforms generated by the
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FIGURE 5. Examples of Scientific workflows (a) Sipht workflow (b) Inspiral Workflow
(c) CyberShake workflow (d) Montage workflow.

FIGURE 6. Makespan of Sipht_100 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

various events in the universe. This workflow is characterized

by a large number of intensive tasks require a high amount of

memory and computing power.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS

We have used the workflowsim tool [35] to develop the

proposed system and evaluate it through comparison with the

Min-Min, Max-Min, and the HEFT algorithms as the famous

scheduling algorithms in cloud computing.

The experiments in this work are implemented using work-

flows from different organizations. Some workflows con-

tain 100 tasks and others have 1000 tasks. The four types of

the workflows, mentioned above, are employed in the exper-

iments. The major factors used for comparison are makespan

and cost.

FIGURE 7. Makespan of Sipht_100 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

• Makespan

Makespan is the maximum time of the VM among virtual

machines used to execute the workflow as shown in equa-

tion (22):

Makespan = Max(VMtime), (22)

where VMtime is the finish time of VM. The makespan is

considered a very important factor in evaluating the proposed

management system. We apply the proposed system before

and after the load balance phase. Before the load balance

phase, the system is called IDA and after the load balance

phase, we call it Enhanced IDA (EIDA).

As shown in Figures 6-13, the proposed system is more

efficient than the HEFT, the Min-Min and the Max-min algo-

rithms for most workflow types in terms of makespan. More-

over, the makespan is always less than the deadline required.
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FIGURE 8. Makespan of CyberShake_100 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

FIGURE 9. Makespan of CyberShake_1000 workflows for 5, 10, and
15 VMs.

FIGURE 10. Makespan of Inspiral_100 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

However, in theMontageworkflow case, the proposed system

gives makespan higher than the other algorithms.

By applying the IDA with the load balance phase (EIDA),

the makespan could be decreased. This appears for all cases,

where the makespan of the EIDA algorithm is lower than the

makespan of both the IDA and the HEFT algorithms for all

workflow types.

• Cost

We select the Amazon EC2 for our pricing model

scheme because of its widespread application. Amazon EC2

FIGURE 11. Makespan of Inspiral_1000 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

FIGURE 12. Makespan of Montage_100 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

FIGURE 13. Makespan of Montage_1000 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

TABLE 1. VM pricing model.

provides various instances to its end-users such as

on-demand, reserved instances, spot instances and dedicated
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FIGURE 14. Cost of Sipht_100 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

FIGURE 15. Cost of Sipht_1000 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

FIGURE 16. Cost of CyberShake_100 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

hosts [29]. On-demand instances are the most used general-

purpose instances with purchasing options in the US east

regions. Table 1 shows the relevant parameter like instance

type, CPU required, memory, bandwidth, storage type and

price. In our experiment, we only take instances provided by

US east regions since using Amazon Web Services (AWS) to

run workflow needs to be on one specific region as shown

in Table 1.

The cost is the price that users pay to get the service.

In this paper, we are interested in the cost as the time.

However, all results meet the deadline constraint. As shown

FIGURE 17. Cost of CyberShake _1000 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

FIGURE 18. Cost of Inspiral_100 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

FIGURE 19. Cost of Inspiral_1000 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

in Figures 14–21, it is clear that the results of the IDA are

more efficient than the other algorithms. It can give inexpen-

sive solutions.

In summary, the IDA algorithm is very useful for cloud

vendors who are interested in presenting low-cost services

and meet the deadline. It is not suitable for vendors who are

considering only the time. We can use the EIDA algorithm in

the case we want to tradeoff between the cost and the time.

The results of the EIDA, in the case of the cost, are close to

the results of the IDA algorithm.
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FIGURE 20. Cost of Montage_100 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

FIGURE 21. Cost of Montage_1000 workflows for 5, 10, and 15 VMs.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Generally, a community cloud management system among

organizations is an important matter to enhance system

performance. The Workflow scheduling problem in the

community model is the most challenging problem cloud

computing model. Numerous studied conducted about the

workflow scheduling and found that many heuristic andmeta-

heuristic algorithms provide the appropriate solution. In this

paper, we proposed a new management system for servicing

multi-organizations in a community cloud model. The system

consists of three algorithms: Algorithm 1 for resource alloca-

tion, Ideal Distribution Approach (IDA) and Enhanced Ideal

Distribution Approach (EIDA) heuristic-based algorithms are

proposed to find the feasible and optimal schedule for the

workflow execution to minimize makespan and cost while

considering the deadline. IDA algorithm is very efficient for

saving time and meeting the SLA terms. From the results,

we can observe that the new system can organize the work

between the different organizations. In addition, the proposed

IDA achieves better solutions and also reduces the compu-

tational cost. The efficiency of IDA algorithm is enhanced

by adding a load balance phase. The Enhanced IDA (EIDA)

attains lower makespan as compared to IDA approach. From

the experiment results, we can find that the EIDAoutperforms

other conventional algorithms- HEFT, Min-Min and

Max-Min in terms of makespan and cost. In addition to this,

the proposed approach reduces the time complexity.

Future work in pipeline with considering work on full

workflow application to find out the variation on cost,

makespan and other parameters in the real cloud environment.

Further security services for the cloud service provider also

consider.
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